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Liz Phair ‘Parasite’ Nails, 2020

Various Small Fires

Contact for price
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Seoul Bistro Fire Burger, 2020

Various Small Fires

Contact for price

The latest

Collector interest in ’s irreverent, sculpturally rendered
paintings of somewhat grotesque foods, hyperrealistic body parts, and
elaborate makeup has skyrocketed these past two months. Last week,
Marianne Boesky Gallery nearly sold out its solo presentation of the Athens-
born, New Jersey–based artist’s work on the opening day of Frieze London,
with works selling for prices between $20,000 and $60,000. And last
month, the artist’s acrylic and modeling paste on canvas work Based on Milk
by Marlies Plank (2019) broke the artist’s auction record at Phillips’s “New
Now” sale in New York, where it doubled its high estimate to sell for
$30,240.

Gina Beavers

Key Agures

Ue chart above shows Beavers’s auction records over time, beginning
with her secondary-market debut in December 2018 at an online
Christie’s sale. Ue artist’s painting Getting Ready to Juice! (2012),
featuring a combination of fruits and vegetables in a cornSower blue
bowl, fell short of its $2,500 low estimate, selling for $1,625.

Beavers’s secondary market has been steadily building since that debut. In
April 2019—a month after her Trst museum solo show opened at MoMA
PS1—Beavers’s realistic acrylic on linen piece Portable Palette (2017)
fetched a hammer price of SEK 95,000 ($10,241) at the Swedish auction
house Bukowskis. Uough the painting failed to reach its low estimate of
SEK 120,000 ($12,981), it did mark the Trst Tve-Tgure result for
Beavers’s work on the secondary market. She signed with Marianne
Boesky three months later.

Ue auction record for Beavers’s work surpassed $20,000 the following
year, when her purply painting Candy Ombré Lips (2015) sold for
$21,250 at a Phillips sale in September 2020. Uis past March, her
auction record was broken yet again with the $25,200 sale of the triptych
Clowning Makeup Inspiration (2015) at Sotheby’s in New York. In the
interim, Beavers had solo exhibitions at Marianne Boesky Gallery in New
York and at Various Small Fires’s Seoul outpost.

Beavers’s sculptural paintings have tended to achieve similar prices on the
primary market. At this year’s edition of Ue Armory Show, Carl Kostyál
Gallery sold two 2021 paintings by Beavers, Lip Stain and Retro Lipstick
Ad, both for $22,000.

Takeaway

Gina Beavers

Florescent Lip, 2021

ART FOR CHANGE

US$1,150

Gina Beavers

Cake, 2015

Side X Side Gallery

US$2,950

Demand for Beavers’s work on Artsy has paralleled recent interest on the
primary and secondary markets. Ue number of collectors inquiring about
Beavers’s compositions on Artsy rose gradually over the past six years before
surging in 2021. Uus far this year, that number has already more than
doubled from 2020, making it the artist’s biggest year on the platform. One
of her prints is currently available as part of the current ART FOR
CHANGE exhibition on Artsy beneTting the nonproTt GrowNYC. Her
work is also the focus of a solo exhibition at the Neuer Essener Kunstverein
in Germany through November. Her works are in the permanent collections
of the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, the
Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami, and Pérez Art Museum Miami,
thanks to a promised gift from trendsetting collector Jorge Pérez. Between
the support from inSuential galleries, major museums, and important
collectors, expect demand for Beavers’s work to keep rising.

Explore more works by Gina Beavers.

Andrea Chung

Sula Never Competed; She Simply Helped Others DeCne Themselves, II, 2021

Tyler Park Presents

US$30,000

Mixed-media artist  is known for her subversive use of
materials produced by European colonialism. She experiments with many
different creative methods to address the pervasive legacy of imperialism and
critique its violent structure. In her research-based practice, Chung mines
colonial archives to give voice and power to those who have historically been
oppressed and silenced. As the daughter of West Indian immigrants to the
United States, she often considers her own African and Asian heritage in this
artistic process.

“We Was Girls Together,” Chung’s current solo exhibition at Tyler Park
Presents in Los Angeles, continues the theme of defying the colonial gaze by
centering on kinship and friendship between Black women. On view
through October 30th, the show debuts a new series of work: large-scale
collages featuring reproductions of ethnographic photographs of African
women. In the spirit of Black women’s collaborations, the exhibition also
includes the video installation Ge Water Between Us Remembers… (2018) by
New Jersey–based multimedia artist . Ue title of the show
draws on a line from Toni Morrison’s 1973 novel Sula, in which the title
character creates choice from choicelessness. By titling each of her collages
Sula Never Competed; She Simply Helped Others DePne Gemselves, Chung
draws upon the novel’s theme of nurturing and mentorship, speciTcally as it
relates to Black women’s femininity and relationships with one another.

Andrea Chung

Deborah Jack

Andrea Chung

Sula Never Competed; She Simply Helped Others

DeCne Themselves, IV, 2021

Tyler Park Presents

US$15,000

Andrea Chung

Sula Never Competed; She Simply Helped Others

DeCne Themselves, V, 2021

Tyler Park Presents

US$15,000

Chung remixes the archival portraits she gathers by adorning them with
intricate beadwork that holds ceremonial signiTcance to the Black diaspora.
She delicately reframes the photographed women with tropical Sowers,
leaves, cowrie shells, rhinestones, and gold ink on handmade paper. Urough
these embellishments, the artist forms a critique to undo the colonial
violence of the ethnographer’s camera. Chung homes in on Black feminine
collective power and anoints the women, allowing them to stare back and
claim the consent likely taken from them by the European photographer.

Portrait of Mohammed Afkhami. Courtesy of

Mohammed Afkhami Foundation.

Monir Farmanfarmaian, The Lady Reappears, 2008.

Courtesy of the artist and Mohammed Afkhami

Foundation.

Mohammed Afkhami’s foray into collecting was a fate that was practically
preordained. Ue Iranian businessman was born into a collection of over
20,000 Islamic antiquities and artworks that his grandfather and his mother
built through research and close friendships with scholars such as Géza
Féhérvári and Basil Robinson. Ue family lost 98 percent of the collection
during the Iranian Revolution, but “those friendships with like-minded
people stayed with us,” Afkhami said. Uis family legacy has imbued the
collector, now in his mid-forties, with an intuitive but reTned approach to
building a collection that is “broadly representative of what’s going on in
Iran and outside,” he said on a recent Sunday afternoon, standing beside 

’s Flying Carpet (2007). Ue intriguing sculpture of a Tghter
jet’s silhouette carved into a stack of 32 Persian kilims is among 27 artworks
in the exhibition “Rebel, Jester, Mystic, Poet: Contemporary Persians—Ue
Mohammed Afkhami Collection” at the Asia Society in New York, which
curator Fereshteh Daftari assembled from the 600 artworks in Afkhami’s
collection.

Ue show’s 23-artist roster is a microcosm of Afkhami’s acquisitions of
poetic juxtapositions on contemporary Iran either directly from the
motherland or through diasporic experiences. Ue melting pot of voices
represented across the show illustrates the country’s post-revolution
landscape shaped by displacement, longing, and perseverance. Nine of the
featured artists, such as  and , are
based in Iran, while another nine, including  and 

, split their time between the country and elsewhere. 
, , and three other artists reside in the West full

time.

Farhad Moshiri

Mahmoud Bakhshi Morteza Ahmadvand
Khosrow Hassanzadeh

Parviz Tanavoli
Shirin Neshat Ali Banisadr

Farhad Moshiri, installation view of Flying Carpet, 2007, in “Rebel, Jester, Mystic, Poet: Contemporary Persians—The Mohammed

Afkhami Collection” at Asia Society Museum, New York, 2021. © Bruce M. White. Photo by Bruce M. White. Courtesy of Mohammed

Afkhami Foundation and Asia Society.

Afkhami walked through ’s painted steel barrel piece Oil
Barrel #13 (2010) and ’s suspended iron and steel
sculpture Projectile 11 (2015) brimming with pride and eagerness about
holding one of the most impressive regionally speciTc private collections of
contemporary art. He noted Ahmadi’s meticulous miniature painting on
steel and Pouyan’s ability to conjure ghostliness out of iron with a curator’s
attention to nuance and a parent’s admiration.

Shiva Ahmadi
Shahpour Pouyan

Jim Dine

The French Letter, 1973

Templon

US$500,000–US$750,000

Lagos-based kó reported selling one oil painting and three works on paper
by Nigerian artist , which were acquired by Tate
through the Tate Gallery Frieze Fund.

David Zwirner sold works by , , , and 
, priced between $500,000 and $1.1 million.

Tristan Hoare and Lyndsey Ingram—two London-based galleries that
collaborated on their Trst physical presentation at Frieze Masters—
exhibited early works by  alongside pieces from 

’s “Moon Jars” series, the latter of which were all sold in the
£15,000 to £20,000 ($21,000–$27,000) range.

Berlin- and London-based Bastian Gallery sold a painting by 
with an asking price around £300,000 ($412,000) and a painting by 

 priced around £80,000 ($110,000).

Obiora Udechukwu

Ad Reinhardt Josef Albers Paul Klee
Yayoi Kusama

Ellsworth Kelly
Kim Yikyung

A.R. Penck

Ulrich Erben
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Obiora Udechukwu

Two Heads, 1981

kó

Sold

Deborah Roberts

Delilah, 2021

Stephen Friedman Gallery

Contact for price

Dr. Jörn Günther Rare Books sold a selection of books of hours priced
between €600,000 and €1.3 million ($696,000–$1.5 million), and placed
two signiTcant books by  with private collections.

Uaddaeus Ropac sold a work by  for €600,000 ($696,000)
and a  print for $14,000.

While the international art crowd departs to Paris for the FIAC fair and
major auctions beginning later this week, Londoners can still enjoy Frieze’s
new outpost on Cork Street, with its monthly rotation of exhibitions and
future programming under the purview of newly appointed director Selvi
May Akyildiz.

“Between our fairs, membership, digital programming, and this new space,
this is what the new Frieze looks like,” said Langret. “We’re thinking about
new models for art and how we can connect our galleries with our
audiences, and No. 9 Cork Street is a product of that.”

Albrecht Dürer

Emilio Vedova
Robert Mapplethorpe

Howardena Pindell

Peters Squares Waterfall Johnson Vermont, 1986

Solo Impression, Inc.

US$4,500

Prints have long been a uniquely democratic medium, with artists from 
 to  making exquisitely detailed editioned works

that—especially compared to their paintings—are accessibly priced.
Nowhere is that more plainly evident than at major print fairs, like the
IFPDA Fair’s fall 2021 edition, taking place on Artsy through October 31st.
With upwards of 100 galleries—specializing in everything from fresh-off-
the-press prints by contemporary art stars to rare  gems—there’s
an incredible range of high-quality works on offer within an equally broad
price range. Below are some of the fair’s highlights, at different acquisition
budgets.

Rembrandt Amy Sherald

Old Master

Under $1,000

Seoul (Sohee) Kim

Onbu III, 2011

Davidson Galleries

US$600

For collectors looking to acquire affordable works by major artists, there’s
plenty to pick from at this month’s IFPDA Fair. Seattle-based Davidson
Galleries has one of the richest selections of prints by major modern and
contemporary artists on offer for three-digit sums. Among them are Onbu
III (2011) by the Korean artist , in which a Tgure walks
through a void-like space carrying a teetering pile of textiles on her back.
Uis poetic image of seemingly impossible burden-shouldering pairs Tne
details with a bold patchwork of patterns; the work’s $600 price is not so
burdensome. Ue gallery is also offering a characteristically warm-hued
serigraph by  from 1972—featuring interlocking geometric
forms set off against a golden backdrop—priced at $850.

While Davidson’s presentation spans Italian Old Masters to contemporary
art from Korea, other exhibitors have more narrow areas of focus. As is their
wont, New York–based Scholten Japanese Art is offering a wide range of
woodblock prints made in Japan in the Trst half of the 20th century, most
of them at very reasonable price points. Standouts include 

’s woodblock print Maiko on Veranda from Maisugata
(Dancing Figure) (ca. 1916), priced at $650, in which the star attraction is
not so much the dancing Tgure as the elaborate patterns of the outTt worn
by his spectator.

Seoul (Sohee) Kim

Josef Albers

Hiromitsu Nakazawa

Installation view, from leg to right, of Joy Labinjo, You can ask me all the questions and I'll tell you the truth about the boys in blue, 2021;

Amoako Boafo, Steve Mekoudja, 2019; Dominic Chambers, Reverie in Blue (Kayla), 2021; and Henry Taylor, Ancestors of Ghenghis

Khan with Black Man on horse, 2015–17, in “Black Bodies, White Spaces: Invisibility and Hypervisibility” at the Green Family Art

Foundation, 2021. Photo by Todora Photography. Courtesy of the Green Family Art Foundation, Dallas.

Earlier this month, a Dallas family with over 25 years of art collecting
experience opened their Trst public exhibition space. Located in a discrete
brick building in Dallas’s hip but industrial Design District, the Green
Family Art Foundation is next door to some of the city’s top art spaces,
including PDNB Gallery and Erin Cluley Gallery. Ue move is the next big
step in the Green family’s collecting journey, and signals their decision to
expand their foundation’s mission beyond serving artists and museums to
reaching the public at large.

Ue foundation’s new venue will take the Green family’s collection—
consisting of more than 350 works on paper, paintings, and sculptures by
over 200 artists—from their private home to the streets of the metroplex.
Ue 2,000-square-foot space promises to bring ambitious exhibitions of
international contemporary art—with a special focus on women artists,
artists of color, and LGBTQIA+ artists—to Dallas–Fort Worth, a large and
diverse metropolis that is nonetheless often underappreciated as an art
destination.

Installation view, from leg to right, of Derek Fordjour, Two Point Bend, 2019; and Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoe, Beret Boys 2, 2021, in “Black

Bodies, White Spaces: Invisibility and Hypervisibility” at the Green Family Art Foundation, 2021. Photo by Todora Photography.

Courtesy of the Green Family Art Foundation, Dallas.

“We’ve always been very proactive about inviting gallerists and collectors to
see our home and to give them tours when they come into town,” said
Green Family Art Foundation director Adam Green on a recent video call
with Artsy. “Now by having a public space, we can do this on a much larger
scale and make it much more accessible to all kinds of people, whether
they’re art insiders or just members of the community with an interest in
art.”

Uough he’s been based in New York City since 2008, Adam Green was
born and raised in Dallas, Texas. He remembers his parents taking him and
his brothers to art museums—or in his words, “dragging” them—when he
was a child. He gravitated towards the artwork on those trips, but it wasn’t
until a  art history course in his freshman year of college at
Brandeis that the art bug really bit. “I loved that you could look at a
painting for 10 minutes and Tnd so much symbolism in it,” Adam said,
“and that you could have such a lively discussion about a single work of art.”

Renaissance

Banksy, Love is in the Bin, 2018. Courtesy of Sotheby’s.

’s iconic Love is in the Bin (2018)—the version of his beloved Girl
with Balloon image that was partially shredded the moment the hammer
came down at a Sotheby’s sale three years ago—sold at today’s marquee
evening auction of contemporary art in the very same London salesroom
after a 10-minute, nine-way bidding war. It ultimately sold for £18.5
million ($25.3 million), more than tripling its presale high estimate of £6
million ($8.1 million), and setting a new auction record for a Banksy. Uat
price represents a nearly 17-fold jump from the just-over £1 million ($1.3
million) the piece previously fetched at the infamous 2018 auction.

Banksy’s market gained new momentum after that sale three years ago. On
Artsy, the number of collectors inquiring about the secretive artist’s work
surged 175% the month of the shredding. At the time, Love is in the Bin’s
£1 million ($1.3 million) was the second-highest price achieved by a Banksy
work on the secondary market; three years later, it is his 25th-highest
auction result.

Love is in the Bin’s journey is far from over. Speculation about the new
buyer’s identity (Sotheby’s said it went to an Asian collector) and where the
work will appear next began immediately after the gavel came down. Ue
seller’s identity is also still a mystery—Sotheby’s only said it was a “private
European collector,” while a museum that exhibited the work in 2019 said it
was on loan from an unnamed European woman. But today’s sale caps a
remarkable three-year circuit for the work, and Artsy has been following
along every step of the way. Here, from our past coverage, is everything you
need to know about the shredded Banksy:

“An artwork by Banksy shredded itself after selling for $1.3 million at
Sotheby’s.”

“Is Uat Banksy Worth More Now Uat It’s Shredded? We Asked the
Experts”

“McDonald’s, Perrier, and other brands appropriated Banksy’s shredded
painting for ads.”

“Banksy proclaims shredded canvas is a new work dubbed ‘Love is in the
Bin.’”

“Banksy revealed that a malfunctioning shredder stopped his painting
from being completely destroyed.”

“Banksy Market Accelerates Following Shredding Stunt”

“Banksy’s half-shredded painting will go on view at a German museum.”

“Banksy’s shredded painting will be on long-term loan to a museum in
Stuttgart.”

“Ue 6 Most Iconic Works by Banksy”

Banksy
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